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Agenda

• How the railroads went from 
rags to riches

– Focus is on freight  

– Lessons to be learned

• The future for railroads

– Impact of “lean and green”

• This is the “illustrated Cliff 
Notes” version
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DOMESTIC STACK TRAIN IN TEXAS 



Railroads: the “Comeback Kid” 

Snapshot: early sixties

• Highways and air ascending

• Railroads declining 

– Intercity passenger service 
imploding

– Freight in retreat as well

• Red ink and deferred 
maintenance

• Would railroads go the way of 
the horse and buggy? 
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DEFERRED MAINTENANCE: MAINLINE IN PENNSYLVANIA CIRCA 1974 



Railroads: the “Comeback Kid” 

• Highways and airways struggling

– Air: profitability elusive

– Highway: Congestion, 
deferred maintenance, lack 
of funds

• Solidly profitable, even at depth 
of the Great Recession

• Core routes well maintained

• Continued investment in 
capacity 

• And business is coming back  
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MERCHANDISE TRAINS PASS IN KENTUCKY



Core Railroad Problems

• Loss to traffic

– To highway and air

– Convenience and speed 
trumps efficiency

• Overcapacity

– Too much railroad chasing 
too little traffic

• Unproductive labor agreements

• Huge and rapidly escalating 
passenger train deficits 
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PASSENGER TRAINS WERE LOSERS: TRAINS PASS IN ILLINOIS ,  



Core Railroad Problems

• Too many railroads

– Equaled high costs and 
fragmented, erratic service

• Outdated economic regulation

– Railroads no longer a 
monopoly 

– Entry: regulated

– Exit: regulated

– Mergers: regulated

– Rate increases: regulated

– Rate reductions: regulated 
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TOO MANY RAILROADS: ENGINE TERMINAL IN LOUISIANA, CIRCA 1962 



Solving the Railroad Problem 

Conventional wisdom

• Congress passed a law, the 
Staggers Act

• And all was good in the world

• It is a typical “inside the 
beltway” view of the world

• Staggers was critical, but hardly 
the entire story 
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Solving the Railroad Problem: Passenger Deficits 

Passenger deficit

• Intercity trains: Amtrak formed, 
government paid for losses

• Commuter trains : financial 
burden shifted to states, 
localities, with federal assist

• Time frame: 1971-1981
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AMTRAK IN  VIRGINIA 



Solving the Railroad Problem: Overcapacity 

• US Railway redrew the eastern 
bankrupt railroad map; shed 
thousands of miles

• DOT forced similar result in the 
Midwest

• Then, private sector railroads 
streamlined their networks

• Tens of thousands of miles 
abandoned of transferred to 
short lines   

• 1971-1991 
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ABANDONED LINE IN  WYOMING 



Solving the Railroad Problem: Too Many Railroads 

• First efforts were modest

• Penn Central merger was a disaster

• Still, railroads continued to merge

– USRA forced mergers in Northeast

– DOT encouraged mergers in 
Midwest

– Regulatory changes (Staggers Act) 
were “pro merger”

• Now: six major networks

• Time frame: 1955 through 1999
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GOVERNMENT MANDATED MERGER: CONRAIL IN  
PENNSYLVANIA



Solving the Railroad Problem: Economic Regulation 

• Staggers Act (1980) was a game 
changer

• Staggers permitted contract 
rates

– Long term commitments for 
traffic permitted long term 
investments 

– Lower rates for “economics 
of scale and density”

– Led to rapid adoption of unit 
trains  

– Easier to close inefficient 
routes and junctions
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STAGGERS ACT PROMOTED UNIT TAIN: COAL TRAIN IN COLORADO  



Solving the Railroad Problem:
Unproductive Labor Agreements  

• US Railway ducked the issue

• Shutdown of Rock Island (Carter 
Administration) shocked labor

• Reagan Administration forced changes 
on Conrail

• ICC allowed shift of feeder lines to 
low cost, often non-union entities

• Congress embraced PEB 219 (two man 
crews on CNW road trains) 

• With negotiations, industry went from 
4-5 person crews to 2-person crews  

• Time frame: 1978-2000 
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HARD WORK: MERCHANDISE TRAIN IN ONTARIO 



Solving the Railroad Problem: Technology 

Constant evolution, including: 

• Bigger locomotives and cars

• Welded rail

• Mechanization of track repairs

• Centralized dispatching

• Automated equipment and 
roadway monitoring

• Network models

• Net ton miles per employee:

– 4.8 million in 1990

– 10.6 million in 2006

• Time frame: Ongoing but 
accelerating after 1980 
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CENTRALIZED TRAFFIC CONTROL IN TENNESSEE 



Solving the Railroad Problem: Creating Traffic Growth 

• Traffic volumes stabilized                
in the East

– driven by intermodal

• Traffic volumes exploded                
in the West

– Mandated use of low sulfur 
coal

– International intermodal, 
driven by imports from Asia
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INTERNATIONAL STACK TRAIN IN NEW MEXICO 



Solving the Railroad Problem: Creating Traffic Growth 

• Growth was dependent on:

– New technology (i.e. stack car, 
robust infrastructure, etc.)

– Regulatory reform 

– Capital investment 

• Result was a fundamental shift 
toward trainload operations 

• And a far better fit between the 
traffic hauled and rail technology  

• “Doing what trains do best” 
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TECHNOLOGY AT WORK: UNIT COAL TRAIN IN WYOMING 



Lessons to be Learned 

• Railroad crisis developed  over decades

• Problems and solutions were complex

• All parts of the economic puzzle had to be solved 

• Implementation of changes took decades

• The changes were terribly painful – for communities, employees,  and 
many of the then existing customers

• Taxpayers paid as well

– For freight, the cost was in the billions

– But  there was an end to those outlays

– But passenger trains continue to be a ward of the state

– Costs in tens of billions of dollars, far greater than projected 
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Lessons to be Learned 

• Government was a powerful force for positive action

• Government practiced “tough love,” forcing hard choices 

• In the end, economics trumped politics

– You can ignore fundamental market demand                                           
and economics for only so long

• “Would have been, could have been, should have been”                                              
does  not make a legitimate business plan 
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The Great Recession: Rails Did Well 

• Traffic fell 20-30% 

– Declines varied by railroad 
and region

• Yet railroads remained profitable

• Efficiency improved

• There was no “railroad crisis”
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AUTOMOTIVE TRAIN IN MARYLAND 



The Great Recession: Rails Did Well 

Credit these factors:
• Railroads are increasingly a 

variable cost business

– Many costs shifted to car 
owners, draymen, short line 
railroads

• Robust operating simulation 
models

• Railroads were in good physical 
condition before the recession  

• Management responded quickly   
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MERCHANDISE TRAIN IN WISCONSIN 



Where Do We Go From Here?
The Impact of “Lean” 

• What railroads do is move 
“stuff”

• The demand for stuff has taken a 
hit

– Long , slow recovery will 
dampen transportation 
demand

– Some key components really 
hit hard (housing), recovery 
is years away 

• Future growth will be 
constrained-except domestic 
intermodal 
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MERCHANDISE TRAIN IN VIRGINIA 



Where Do We Go From Here?
The Impact of “Lean” 

• Products, from housing to motor 
vehicles, will be downsized to fit 
economic reality—as well as 
“green” concerns  

• Will impact movements of 
lumber, steel, furniture, plastics-
all of the stuff used to make stuff 

• Long term, transportation will 
continue to grow, but the growth 
rate will be tempered as society 
adjusts to just how much stuff it 
needs, and can afford
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MERCHANDISE TRAIN IN BRITISH COLUMBIA 



Where Do We Go From Here?
The Impact of “Lean” 

• Public sector funding will be 
constrained

• Medical care, education,       
public safety, transportation all 
competing for scare dollars

– Will meds for Grandma trump 
transportation?  
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COMMUTER TRAIN IN CALIFORNIA 



Where Do We Go From Here?
The Impact of “Lean” 

• Transportation modes, including 
rail passenger service, that are  
dependent on public funding will  
face budget pressure

• Public sector funding challenge 
will not be over anytime soon 

• Not an issue for rail freight 

( freight rail balance sheets are 
robust) 
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COMMUTER TRAIN IN NEW JERSEY 



Where Do We Go From Here?
The Impact of “Green” 

• Railroads like to tout their green 
credentials 

• Those credentials are valid

• And will propel some modal shift 
of long and medium truck traffic 
hauls to rail intermodal (already 
underway) 
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DOMESTIC STACK TRAIN IN PENNSYLVANIA 



Where Do We Go From Here?
The Impact of “Green” 

• Domestic intermodal will be the 
“engine of growth” in the future

• Conversion of freight involves 
partnership between truckers 
and railroads

• Key to success will be service 
reliability

• Note: trucks will continue to 
dominate the movement of 
freight tonnage, if not ton-miles

– Majority for freight moves 
short distance  
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DOMESTIC STACK TRAIN IN CALIFORNIA 



Where Do We Go From Here?
The Impact of “Green” 

• “Green” is not always good news 
for railroads 

• There will be continued pressure 
on the use of coal, especially at 
state and local levels 

• Coal will be around for a long, 
long time, growth rates will 
moderate

• Natural gas is the strongest 
competitor
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EMPTY COAL TRAIN IN WYOMING



Where Do We Go From Here?
The Impact of “Green” 

• Environmental issues cause 
delays/raise costs of new 
transportation projects 

• Big impact on highway projects 
(where funding is an issue 
already)

• But hurts rails as well

– Rail intermodal depends on 
highways for pick up and 
delivery

– And new/expanded intermodal 
terminals face delays and higher 
costs 
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INTERMODAL TERMINAL IN PENNSYLVANIA  



Summary

• Freight railroads have been reinvented

• Are well positioned for the future

• Challenges are solvable

• Intermodal will be the “engine of growth” in the future
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Summary

• The difficult state of public financing will impact all modes that are 
dependent on public dollars, including rail passenger service 

• Rail freight carriers have used public funding but can survive quite well 
without it (though some opportunities to relieve highway congestion 
may be lost) 

• Of all modes, railroads are in the best overall condition, financially and 
physically       
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Thank you for your time and attention
jimmcclellan@att.net
beachtrainman.com 
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SUNSET, MERCHANDISE TRAIN IN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
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